SERVICE / WHO WE ARE
WHO WE ARE
Textile-Xperts.com is a brand installed in the year 2011 by the company TRANSORGTEC TRADING GMBH in
Germany, D-40593 Duesseldorf-Benrath, based in the field of procuring the national and international textile
industry with solutions. The service does include the valuation of entire textile production plant installed
machines, whereas the owner are intending to liquidate the textile production plant in a coordinated way
silentry an das far as neccessary, granting to complete filling up the social fund in order to providing a social
attention of released workers in a serious way according to governmental rules and regulations.
In this regard, we already completed several requirements of such installations in France, Switzerland, Austria
as well as Italy and Germany.
Basic issue of a liquidation auction sale will be the installation of a WIN/WIN situation.
WIN/WIN means that on the one hand, the owner of a textile production factory get a valuation of the
machines installed on floor on a realistic expectation, shutting down the mill in authentic sales figures and
realizing the potentional buyers to purchase machineries at a serious price. This allows on the one side that all
machineries will be sold in due time and do find a new home and potentrional buyers are getting their
machinery investment at a serious and realistic price.
SERVICE WE PROVIDING
Beside the selling of said machines listed in our catalogues against fair and realistic prices, we do providing the
awardes and potentional textile machine investors with a complete scope of service which does include in case
of request against charges as follows :
- professional inventory of machines
- professional summerize of the awarded machines
- summerizing of TO DO LIST in regard of assembling neccessary
- professional dismantling electrically and mechanically
- loading of machines onto truck/Container
- installing packing list
- preparing documents required as per any L/C or any other ImportrRequirements
- issuing of Certificates of Origin
- issuing any Chartered Engineers Certificates related tot he importing counjtry governmental rules and
regulations
- granting payment tools such as Letter of Credits/payments against cash/by telegraphic transfer
- Organizing of Container/trucks/shipments worldwide by our professional forwarding companies
- providing skilled textile technicians for professional dismantling/assembling
- attending all neccessary steps in regard of procurement of machines
- completing any neccessary requirement of accessories, spare part, or any other service required
- assuring a professional service in regard of any queries
REFERENCES
We do herewith announce the following references we already procured to clients in the etxtile industry as
follows :
www.bethge.ch
www.nobiltex-auction.com
www.sotap-carol-auction.com
www.textile-Xperts.com/ref-bros
http://textile-xperts.com/katalog-nestor2.pdf
http://textile-xperts.com/Roessing-alt/index.html

- Installation of a complete fludded factory in Switzerland
- LIVE AUCTION SALE in Italy
- LIVE AUCTION SALE in France
- LIVE AUCTION SALE in Barcelona
- LIVE AUCTION SALE in France
- LIVE AUCTION SALE in Germany

http://www.indiantextilemagazine.in/corporate-news/bethge-weathers-the-storm-with-monforts-help/

